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in the year 2020 everyone will have at his elbow several times more

mechanical energy than he has today.There will be advance in

biological knowledge as far-reaching as those that have been made in

physics. We are only beginning to learn that we can control our

biological environment as well as our physical one. Starvation has

been predicted twice to a growing world population: by Malthus in

about 1800, by Crookes in about 1900. It was headed off the first

time by taking agriculture to America and the second time by using

the new fertilizers. In the year 2020, starvation will be headed off by

the control of the diseases and the heredity(遗传) of plants and

animals---by shaping our own biological environment.Now I come

back to the haunting theme of automation. The most common

species in the factory today is the man who works or minds a simple

machine---the operator. By the year 2020, the repetitive tasks of

industry will be taken over by the machines, as the heavy tasks were

taken over long ago. and the mental tedium will go the way of

physical exhaustion. Today we still distinguish, even among

repetitive jobs, between the skilled and the unskilled. but in the year

2020 all repetition will be unskilled. We simply waste our time if we

oppose this change. it is as inevitable as the year 2020 itself.1.The

article was written to __________.A. warn us of the impending

starvationB. present facts about life in the near futureC. oppose



biological advancesD. warn of the evil side of automation2.Advances

in biological knowledge were___________.A. kept pace with

advances in physicsB. been responsible for the invention of new

machinesC. surpassed those in physicsD. lagged behind those in

physics3.According to the passage, starvation_________.A. can be

predicted B. is unavoidableC. can be preventedD. is mainly caused

by poor agriculture4.Repetitive tasks in industry lead

to__________.A. physical exhaustionB. mental stimulationC.

mental exhaustionD. extinction5.If the predictions of this writer are

realized, the demand for the unskilled workers in the twenty-first

century will be __________.A. very high B. very lowC. the same as

today D. constantly rising 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目
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